Faculty of Allied Health Sciences
Chettinad Academy of Research and Education
(in collaboration with)
National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities

Cordially invite you to the
National Conference on
Recent Trends in the Interventional Approaches of Autism Spectrum Disorder

(Accredited with CRE status by RCI)

24th & 25th January 2020  |  8:30 A.M. - 4.00 P.M.
Venue : Chettinad Health City, Kelambakkam

Jointly Organized by
Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, Chettinad Academy of Research and Education, Chettinad Heath City, IT High Way, Rajiv Gandhi Salai, OMR, Kelambakkam, Kanchipuram Dist., 603 103 Tamil Nadu.
www.chettinadhealthcity.com

National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities (Divyangjan)
East Coast Road, Muttukadu, Kovalam post, Chennai – 603 112. Tamil Nadu.
www.niepmd.tn.nic.in

Reaching the Venue...
Chettinad Health City CHC is well connected by air, rail and road. It is about 39 km from central Chennai just off the East Coast Road that connects Chennai with Pondicherry and easily accessible by road from the city. It is in 45 minutes drive from the Chennai International Airport and 60-90 minutes from the Central Railway Station.

WAY TO REACH US
About Chettinad Health City (CHC)

Chettinad Health City (CHC) is a state of the art tertiary care facility housed in a sprawling hundred acre campus, located at Kelambakkam along the IT corridor of Chennai with a build up area of over 1.2 million sq.ft., conforms to international standards in health care. CHC houses a medical college, a 750 bed medical college hospital, a 350 bed super specialty hospital, a nursing college, a dental college, Faculty of Allied Health Sciences, a community center and several residential complexes. Chettinad Academy of Research and Education is an integral part of CHC taking care of medical education and research. Chettinad Hospital & Research Institute (CHRI) is a major component of CARE. With its ultra-modern infrastructure and a team of highly qualified and experienced faculty, it aims to bring out the best in every student.

About Faculty of Allied Health Sciences

Faculty of Allied Health Sciences offer B.Sc., M.Sc.& PhD degree in counseling psychology under UGC innovative programs and addresses the emerging areas at the interface of different disciplines. These programs are well designed, multidisciplinary courses with the unique advantage of CARE's highly qualified faculty members and state-of-art facilities. These courses generate well trained skilled experts in the field of counselling psychology to fulfill the requirement and demand of industry and society.

About NIEPMD

National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities (Divyangjan) (NIEPMD) is an Autonomous body under Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan), Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of India, established in the year 2005, on East Coast Road, Muttukadu, Chennai, Tamil Nadu. It serves as a national resource centre for empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities such as those with two or more disabilities in a person enumerated as per RPWD (2016) Act, and National Trust (1999) Act.

The work sphere of the institute includes, Human Resource Development – by providing academic training to develop professionals to work in the field of multiple disability;

Research & Development – by initiating & executing research projects in the field of multiple disability rehabilitation; and Services - a comprehensive rehabilitation services is executed for the welfare and development of persons with multiple disabilities, through equal participation of clients, families, professionals and community agencies. Implementation of ADIP Scheme, North East Programmes, SC/ST Programmes, Extension and Outreach Programmes are some of the flagship activities of NIEPMD.

Bus Routes

Chennai International Airport : Reach Tambaram Railway Station then take Bus No 517, Chettinad Hospital Bus stop
From Broadway : Bus No 102, Chettinad Hospital Bus stop.
From Koyambedu : Bus No 570, Chettinad Hospital Bus stop.

Note*

Participant are advised to start early so as to reach venue on time (The institute is 30 - 35 km away from Chennai city Centre) Participants are requested to make their own travel & Accommodation arrangements.

Nearby Hotels

Hotel Haarish
9, Vandalur-Kelambakkam Rd, Kelambakkam, Tamil Nadu 603103.
Ph: 098841 27990

Days Hotel Chennai OMR
245/1 Old Mahabalipuram Road, Padur, Tamil Nadu 603103.
Ph: 044 3000 1444

ITS South-East Residency
Sushila Nagar, Kelambakam,OMR, -603103, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Ph: 044 2981 4588

AKG Serviced Apartments
Plot No: 37, 2nd Cross Street, Chettinad Health City Main Road, , Kelambakkam, Tamil Nadu 603103 / Ph : 096000 52810

For Cost-effective accommodation

OYO Flagship 14716 OMR Kelambakkam
Asvini Atvarika, Kelambakam-Kovalam Rd, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 603103.
Ph: 0124 620 1325

OYO Flagship 24454 OMR Hindustan Univ
1/364, Shaloam Complex Kelambakkam, Chennai Chennai India 603103.
Ph : 0124 620 1325
Mode of Registration
Registration can only be done by NEFT or DD (Gpay/ Paytm / Online wallet transactions will not be accepted)

Online Payment: NEFT
Name of the Account: CHETTINAD HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Name of the Bank: HDFC BANK – KELAMBAKKAM BRANCH
Account No: 20751450000028
IFSC Code: HDFC0002075
Type of Account: SAVINGS BANK

Offline payment: DD
In favor of “CHETTINAD HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE” payable at “CHENNAI”.

The filled registration form must be emailed to ncasd2020@gmail.com with UTR Number and Date or hard copy of filled registration form should be sent to

Dr. C. N. Ram Gopal,
Professor & Course Coordinator – Counseling Psychology,
Faculty of Allied Health Sciences,
Chettinad Hospital & Research Institute,
Chettinad Academy of Research & Education (Deemed to be University),
Rajiv Gandhi Salai, (OMR, Chennai),
Kelambakkam, Kancheepuram District, Tamil Nadu - 603 103.
Contact Number: 09444290841, 09940050429.

For any Queries/ Assistance contact
Email: ncasd2020@gmail.com

Chettinad
Sagayaraj K - 63791 24084
Angeline Mary Brown - 70103 32990, 94999 75182

NIEPMD
Sivakumar - 97916 73035, 94983 83035
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National Conference on
Recent Trends in the Interventional Approaches of Autism Spectrum Disorder

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) affects around 3 million people in the Indian subcontinent, and is being increasingly recognized as an important issue. The socio-ethnic diversity and varying cultural practices play major role in the identification, perception and treatment of the disorder.

Autism Spectrum Disorder is a condition that affects individuals across social, ethnic and geographic groups. However, the way it is perceived, understood, accepted and treated may vary across regions, depending on cultural beliefs and practices. As suggested by prominent Indian psychologists, Indians largely emphasize conformity to social norms and value social relatedness. Hence, a disorder that is defined by deviant social functioning has special significance in our country.

Psychological interventions are action taken by psychological professionals to bring about the significant changes in a client. There are wide range of intervention techniques available for the Children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder in order to enhance their adaptive behaviour and cognitive abilities. This conference aims to focus on the innovative and recent interventional approaches in Autism Spectrum Disorder. This conference is the perfect stage for initiating new innovative ideas, capabilities and discoveries that need to be explored in this field.

The conference invites research papers in the recent interventional approaches of Autism Spectrum Disorder of the following thrust areas:

- Medical Management
- Psychological Interventions
- Sensory & Speech Therapy
- Educational & Vocational Training
- Family & Its Management
- Social & Rehabilitation Models
- Integration & Inclusion
- Topics related to mental health

Call for Oral/ Poster Presentation

Participants are requested to send the oral/poster presentation abstracts via email (ncasd2020@gmail.com) by 30/11/2019. Submitted abstracts will be reviewed by the scientific committee and will be informed for presentation.

Submission of Abstract

The abstract should be a brief, single-paragraph with minimum of 150 words and a maximum of 250 words. Should be typed in Times New Roman, 12 pt. Author’s affiliation should be written after the keywords. APA Guidelines need to be followed for the abstract writing.

Poster size : 3 ft width 4 ft height (91.4 cm width 121.9 cm height)

Full Paper

Paper shall be in the format of Introduction–Method–Results–Discussion and typed in Times New Roman, 12 pt with bold headings. The length of the full article should be minimum 1600 to maximum 2500 words including tables and figures.

Important dates

Last date for Abstract Submission: 30th November 2019
Last date for Full Paper Submission : 20th December 2019

Registration Charges for Professionals*

Rs.2360/- (Rs.2000+GST 18% = Rs.2360/-) (early bird registration – on or before 30th November 2019)

Rs.3245/- (Rs.2750+GST 18%= Rs.3245/-) (late registration – on or before 31st December 2019)

Rs.3540/- (Rs.3000+GST 18%= Rs.3540/-) (on the spot registration)

Registration Charges for Students**

Rs.1180/- (Rs.1000+GST 18% = Rs.1180/-) (early bird registration – on or before 30th November 2019)

Rs.1770/- (Rs.1500+GST 18%=Rs.1770/-) (late registration – on or before 31st December 2019)

Rs.2360/- (Rs.2000+GST 18%= Rs.2360/-) (on the spot registration)

*CARE Students and staffs are exempted from GST

**CARE Students and staffs are exempted from GST